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ABSTRACT 

Fluxbau Architects 

by 

Michael S. Sweebe 

In a society where events and situations have become fast moving, 

temporary, and continually changing, whose various institutions have be¬ 

come de-centralized and fragmented, whose people have become indepen¬ 

dent, yet vastly interconnected, there has resulted an alternative method for 

architects to design buildings. As a way for architects and architecture to 

respond to, if not emulate, today’s life patterns, all the thousands of pre¬ 

fabricated building parts are arranged together in often non-traditional con¬ 

figurations and with “inappropriate” connotations, to form moments at which 

events take place. Regarded as novelties, these cataloged found objects 

are tactically deployed through society, linked to events, and coagulate at 

moments where needed. The duration of these moments is determined by 

the event. As events move on, so does the architecture. 
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The story of the REMOTE CONTROL 
A Lifestyle Toward a Change 

There is a situation that is arising in the United 

States that suggests a change in the design, 

pronfiotion, acquisition, delivery, and occupa¬ 

tion of architecture in the future. 
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IrtmatesKiiiieiilsodel 
into groups of people based on 

various characteristics and in¬ 

terests, which enables market¬ 

ing efforts to be more directed 

and effective. This can be done 

by looking at different locations, 

incomes, races, religions, etc. of 

members in society. For ex¬ 

ample. market segmentation 

may outline characterists and 

interests that strongly suggest 

that a manufacturer of refrigera¬ 

tors should not spend serious 

amounts of effort advertising 

products to Eskimos. Yes, there 

may be an Eskimo somewhere 

who really wants a Maytag®, but 

for more effective sales, market 

segmentation provides better 

insight to whom a company is 

better off targeting. 
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The main market segment Richie encourages marketers to engage is the age segment, or segmen¬ 

tation by generation. People born between 1943 and 1961, marketwise labeled "Baby Boomers," 

demonstrate distinctly different interests and have had distinctly different life experiences than 

people 

CO to 

DARKROOMREVOLVWGDOOR 

1961 and 1981, marketwise labeled "Generation X." 

Ritchie suggests that Generation X has been overlooked by the 

existing drive of marketing, which has traditionally favored Baby 

Boomers. "My experience told me that people who were unac¬ 

knowledged by advertisers and by the media did not somehow 

have the same advantages, the same visibility in our capitalist 

society..Generation X stayed quiet. I kept waiting for somebody 

else to give me a clue. But nobody seemed very concerned about 

the younger generation. We called them Baby Busters.' Weas-

sumed they had no money. Everything stayed the same.' Most 

articles written about Xers stressed their limited prospects. Not 

only were Xers believed to be fewer in numbers but it was also 

predicted that they would be less affluent and, therefore, less de¬ 

sirable to advertisers of all stripes. This fashionable belief had 

little basis in fact.. 

3 
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WINE STORAGE UNIT 
The Pro-Boomer marketing and advertising force may begin to change because of the newly found 

fact that there are now more people alive in the United States who were bom between 1961 and 

1981 than those bom between 1943 and 1960. "The number of Boomers alive in 1995 [was] 

approximately 69.5 million — a huge number, but...Generation X accounted, in 1995, for 79,4 

million people. That is correct — there are moreXers than Boomers, and there have been since 

about 1980.”^ Factually speaking, "they buy more CD’s, drink more cola, consume more fast food, 

and smoke more cigarettes than Boomers do,‘ They drink more beer and wine coolers, and they 

are the volume consumers of rum, tequila, and vodka. They use more toothpaste, chew more gum. 

wear more contact lenses more often, and play more video games. In virtually every product 

category. Xers are an important part of the present-day market and are unquestionably the market 

of the future."® 
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With this in mind, by the year 

1999, all Generation Xers will 

be of legal adult status and will 

have buying capibilities of adults 

(excluding alcohol and some 

rental vehicles). This is an im¬ 

portant factor toward market 

segmentation, with which mar¬ 

keters target buyers based on 

interests and life styles. For ef¬ 

fective sales, gaining knowledge 

of Generation X seems to be a 

make or brea/f situation in the 

light of the size of Generation 

X and a waning dominance of 

Boomers in the future. 
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RaLMl STAGE FLOORimdv
If companies endeavor to find success with their products and 

services, they will pay heed to the magnitude of this up-and-

coming Generation X market. "Marketers and advertisers and 

the media...have to learn new methods to deal with changing 

markets, because the facts indicate that the target market for 

most goods and services today includes a large number of adult 

consumers who belong to Generation X. At the same time, 

most of us who currently enjoy decision-making status as 

clients, agencies, or the media, belong to that legendary group 

called Baby Boomers...[and] unless we accept the fact that 

[Boomers] are making decisions every day about people we 

may not understand — people who may not share our basic 

assumptions about the world, people whose life experience has 

been very different from [Boomers] —...we may risk mistakes 

that can cost us dearly.”® 
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To be able to change market¬ 

ing and advertising to accept 

the Generation X segment, 

some understanding of what 

makes them tick is essential, 

but most "[marketers and 

advertisers] are Boomers— 

ealistic, manipulative, flashy, 

d headstrong. We have 

"thin^^^^lto‘them.’ Our 
V' 

•^ livelihood rests on our ablltity 

to sell 'them' products, and 

services, and ideas, and 

television shows, and jobs in 

our industry. 
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But they are Generation X — streetwise, once-burned, pragmatic, and suspicious. Our energy is 

met with apparent numbing lethargy and indifference. Our conviction is matched with impregnable 

skepticism. Our charm eludes them. They don’t get the jokes, they don't take us seriously, and they 

don't think this is funny. All our sure-fire strategies fail us now. They don’t cut any ice with these 

new audiences.”^ Moreover, "[They] see their own lives in sharp relief against a world overbur¬ 

dened with phony rhetoric and needless complexity. [They] see in themselves a persona defined 

more by individual deeds than by collective heroism, refined sensitivity, or crusading rhetoric. [They] 

resent the hypocrisy of those just older than themselves.^ Progress is personal, institutions are 

enemies, markets are everything, life is decaying, and individuals are either lonely nomads or mutant 

musketeers belonging to warring tribes.’’® As pointed out by Ritchie, a Boomer herself, there is a 

discrepancy between the beliefs of Boomers and those of Gerneration Xers. Either a change in 

Baby Boomer marketing strategies is in order, or Generation Xers themselves, who are more 

equipped with Xer knowledge, must take on the responsibility to elude the phony rhetoric and 

ideals to which they have been submitted. This thesis is in favor of the latter. 

8 
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If we take a look at the past lifestyle of Generation X, to begin 

gaining knowledge of the generation, we see that in 1980,19 per¬ 

cent of all children in the United States were involved with di¬ 

vorcing parents (in 1965 that figure was 7 percent, according to 

U.S. Public Health Services). In 1990, we see that 60 percent of all 

mothers with children under age 6 were working (in 1960 the 

percentage was 20, as found by The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statis¬ 

tics). In 1987 a U.S. Bureau of the Census survey indicated that 

12 percent of elementary, 30 percent of middle school, and 38 

percent of high school students were left to care for themselves 

after school "almost every day”. We see that, while growing up. 

"household chores in many families fell to Generation X children, 

who learned at an early age to feed themselves, to navigate the 

supermarket, and to operate household appliances. In retrospect, 

it is easy to see the first seeds of the Generation X... personality 

[through these] childhood experiences. While some Xers re¬ 

sented the responsibility, others rose to the occassion and learned 

to take pride in their own resourcefulness and independence. 

Through these experiences, we see a characteristc that is com¬ 

mon to many Generation Xers: that of a more independent 

lifestyle, as it relates to the family unit and how it can translate to 

a work ethic. 
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What continues this sense of 

independence is in the area of 

relationships. Generation X is 

clearly cautious about taking on 

the responsibility of 

marriage...In 1992, more than 

half of adults 18-29 had never 

been married while, according 

to the 1991 Statistical Abstract 

of the U.S.. only 27.3 percent 

of adults 18-29 in 1960 had 

never been married. Perhac 

tion to parental divorce” or that 
Oerftii-atTon Xars “are insecure 

r 
~ 

cautious 

t 

4 
10 



Situations in the work world further reinforce the suspicious and anti-

institutional mentality inherent to many Generation Xer». As they see 

^t. "the families, schools, and training programs that could have prepared 
them f^ worthwhile careers have been awwed to rot. biAthe institu-

^ 
" ■t: ** C

tionsihat safega^d the occupational livelihood of mature [over 35-
yeare^ld] workem^ve b||||n maintained with full vigor. Trade quotas 
pmtect decaying in(|£|striesf ^migration quotas protect dinosaur union*. 
Pr^e subsidies in^^ient farmers. Federal labor regulations 

^ protect outmoded ^ills. ^pe credential laws protect overgriced pro- > 

fessions. Huge FICA taxes take away [Generation Xers ] money that 

they never expect to see again...If you're a neglected kid who tries to go 

le-on-one aganist an adult, the law comes down on you like a ton of 

Fbricks. 
f 

"All around them. [Generation Xers] see how the workplace ' 
Tsystem' is rigged against them — and how the bias against youth is so 

blatant that no one bothers mentioning it. All they can do is watch as\ 
• i -

T fhe fcafety net for aging retirees gets new reinforcements while their 1 

o\^ safety net gets ripped to tatters. 
"In the private sector, the shift toward temping, short-term 

iployment. and service-sector jobs has left todays under-30 work 

force without most of the health-and-p*nsion cushions other living 

f^enerations took for granted at the same age. In the public sector. 
welfare and Medicaid are getting stingiar toward th^rtige bracket. 

^Hhile unemployment compensation and disabili^cov^ge don't keep 
up with their fast, job-shifting pace. "’’ 

11 



For Generation Xers, who are left to work in these conditions, whose life patterns are generally outside of 

The Institutions, and with whom tactical employment opportunities instead of strategic life planning is 

common, there seems to be a dismal outlook for the future of the generation. 

Financially speaking, "ever since the first [Generation Xers] reached their teens, the inflation-adjusted in¬ 

come of all men underage 35 has sunk like a lump of coal in Santa's bag — dropping by 20 percent since as 

recently as 1979, Counting only full-time, year-round workers, the 1980s saw a 15 percent wage drop for all 

men underage 25 and a 10 percent wage drop for non-college men in their late twenties,"'^ According to the 

U.S. Bureau of the Census, the real median income of U.S. families, for a family head underage 30, went down 

from $27,980 in 1973 to $23,600 in 1990, and according to the U,S, Bureau of Labor Statistics the median 

weekly earnings offull-time working men age 16-24, as a percent of the median for all older working men, 

went down from 94 percent in 1967 to 68 percent in 1990. Perhaps this is due to the fact that "[Boomers] 

hold most of the top and midlevel corporate and government jobs. They earn the highest salaries, own the 

most expensive houses, wear the best clothes, [and] they run the banks and the media. Boomers are rich and 

powerful..."’'' Seemingly, because of the stronghold of older generations in institutional work places and their 

contingent benefits. Generation X has fewer opportunities within the framework of the current opperating 

society. 

12 



When Generation Xers do find 

themselves in work places with 

others, their just do it on-the-

job attitude often rubs older 

people wrong. Noticing the , 

common (Generation Xer] 

tendency to strip jobs of deeper 

meanings, and their disinterest 

in work for its own sake, many 

elders interpret the youth wprh 

ethic as shallow, unrooted. 

unpromising:...dispairing ovbr 

this dQ«jnything-for-a-buck-' 

behavi ^ Perhaps, after all. 

ftatibility of get-the-

. ^ineration Xers and ; 

bleeding leart-ideals Boomers 

.v> 
^inat Generation Xers 

may be b^er off creating their 

S own work, for and with people 

^ V;* , of their own generation and 
W. i 

^.j^ thers who see the potential in 

^ping into the Generation X 

segment. 

13 



An Affinity to Materialism 

The idea of making a living is not troubling. Generation Xers, on the \whole, are extremely adamant about 

being successful, dispite how life has been shaping up for them. In a survey done by the University of Michigan 

over the years 1975 to 1988, there was a 16 percent increase in agreement with the question; "Is it important 

for you to have lots of money,” anil percent increase in response to "have clothes in the latest style," a 10 

percent increase on "being able to find steady work," a 7 percent increase on "having at least two cars," and 

a 7 percent decreaseon "finding purposeand meaning in life,"'® Also, a statistic from Forbes magazine states 

that "in 1966,37 percent of college-age students felt that choosing a low-paying job was a mistake; by the mid 

1980s, 78 percent felt that way."'^ Thisis to say that Generation Xers have a familiarity with money that may 

reflect a genuine edge overtheir elders, "[A] lot of this money fixation can be attributed to this generation 's 

premature affluence and its poor economic prospects down the road. Anyone who can't obtain at age 30 the 

same amenities he enjoyed at age 15 has plenty of reason to obsess over dollars and cents. [Generation 

Xers] trust [money] because their earliest life experiences thaught them that you can't trust anything else. 

Having grown up in a childhood world that stressed private rights and liberties, they learned that families may 

leave you, neighbors may rob you, government may cheat you — but money is always faithful...Money isn't 

everything — but for a generation uninvited to most other avenues of social approval, it's the best thing 

within reach.”'® Generation X is ready for the money. How they will obtain it. on the other hand, will take 

some ingenuity in the context of today's society that seems to be shutting the doors at every turn. It is not 

the point of this thesis to suggest what work Generation Xers should make for themselves, rather, it is to 

point out that due to the living conditions of the generation, the thought that new living/occupational pat¬ 

terns of young adults in the future may have architectural significance. 

14 
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Ifwetakea lookat with what Gen¬ 

eration Xers surround themselves 

from day to day. we often see a 

strange inventory of seemingly ran¬ 
dom objects that have little to do 
with tired morals and crusading | 
ideals and more to do with trends. * 

novelty, temporal identity, humor. \ 
and "nothing related to the count¬ 
less isms' [one] remembers from 
that [previous] era...a Kiss LP cover. " 
oran old Peoptemagazine with John 
Travolta or Olivia Newton-John on 

the cover...some dog-eared poster 
of R2D2 or C3P0.... 



a lava lamp, a flovA^ered pillow, a Pacerad, a F//nstonesToothbrush, 

or an Incredible Hulkiunch pail,” There may be 1970’s movie post¬ 

ers, bootleg tapes of alternative bands, bottles and coasters of 

beer brands from around the world. We see yo-yo's, old action 

figures and toys from movies or TV shows that are considered 

collectors items, and may serve as currency when times may really 

get tough. We see videos of all movie genres from today and 

yesterday, comic books, v/nfageclothing, army boots. We see hair 

dying goods, insence, and second-hand televisions. We see ve¬ 

hicles that might be El Caminos, VW Vans and Bugs, or Buick 

Skylarks, "While older generations link their 70s-era memories 

to the vast causes, great events, and theme-setting books of that 

decade, [Generation Xers] remain bonded to the detrius, to the 

throwaway tokens left over from a decade of throwaway chil¬ 

dren,”'® Part of the association with these items may be due to 

economic situations, rendering the objects as default fodder, or 

maybe because of a kind of humorous cynicism Generation X 

finds in the banality of some of the objects. Perhaps the relation¬ 

ship is emblematic of Generation Xers' pack rat nature gained by 

a euphoric/paranoic grabbing-on-to of fragments from popular 

culture, as a means of security/identity. Which ever the case. 

Generation X likes its sfu/T. S W ■ 0 1 7 

PREFAB TICKET BOOTH 

PLASTIC STRIP DOORS 
S w - 0 1 8 
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Perhaps, a type of schizophrenic interest seems to drive many younger people today, where a 

tremendous plurality of information bombarts them and suades any sense of a solid identity from 

congealing into a defined form for more than a year, a half year, or even a few months. Living in 

today's society. Generation X must deal with what America has handed down to them: “a push 

away from institutional cohesion toward the kind of atomization and fragmentation in which all the 

pieces keep getting smaller, going faster, losing direction, A society in which everybody is liberated 

from everything but interlinked with everywhere, in touch with everyone, updated everyday, [It's] 

a society of broken barriers in which behavior has to get ever more extreme to have any shock 

value. [It's] a society of instant reply and relitigation in which nothing is final, [and] negotiations 

repeat every second. Is this to say that Generation X is a quiet network of individuals that 

subscribes to nothing, but relates to everything? Is the constant change of thousands of objects, 

images and messages with which Generation X deals on a daily basis seen as a taken for granted 

milieu from which the identity and events of youth are conceived? Does Generation X have control 

over all of this? 

17 



The metaphor of the TV remote control is inci :ative of a keen 

mentality with generation Xers, who "...were arf ong the first to 

realize the true value of the remote control. 'Co trol IS the key 

word. Far from being passive viewers of televisi 

tive channel surfers, who view with remote control 

ing among hundreds of options for whatever suit? 

the moment."^’ A stand-backish skepticism — 

position — within life doesn't imply a generation 

an objective view of things resulting from a wari 

down morals and ideals, coupled with tactical d 

rather than strategic morality pushing. The re 

metaphor for a way of existence. With the finger 

the button ofchange, the younger generation ha 

gathering information, of trying on new hats, quest 

ations that conflict with those of ten minutes aS 

other situations that change the discomfort 

changed the beliefs of the earlier ones, and so o 

18 



A R C HI ! E CT U R E X

A market knowledge of Genera-

tion X is not solely limited to the 

vitality of consumer goods. The 

traditional nature of architecture 

and architects, which has be heavily 

 tied to ideals and morals from day 

one, can change to adapt to the liv¬ 

ing patterns of Generation X, the 

largest group of people that will 

soon be rendering the services of 

architects. 

Seeing how median income has 

lowered over the years, it s no sur¬ 

prise that traditionalhome owner¬ 

ship has waned as well. According 

to the Joint Center for Housing 

Studies of Harvard University and 

the U.S. Department of Com¬ 

merce, the home ownership rate 

by age of household head under 

the age of 25 went down from 23 

percent in 1973 to 15 percent in 

1990, and from 1981 to 1989, 

among Americans age 25 to 29, 

the number of homeowners de¬ 

clined by 11 percent — while the 

number of renters rose by 16 per¬ 

19 cent. 



With this rising percentage of renters becoming more common and the 

fact that the average building occupation time frame is three years or 

less, buying a new building that is architecturally magnificent and is bloated 

with traditional aesthetics and ideals does not seem to make sense. 

Of course, victimizationfrom lower wage eamingsand lower home own¬ 

ership is not necessarily part of the Generation X intention, but by 

taking the real world situation at hand, there is an architectural way to 

deal, in order to fuel the fire of life patterns of Generation X. 

20 



What Generation X architecture needs to be is something that 

"gets the job done.” in a way that eludes the jargon of ideals and 

morals of previously conceived architecture. Generation X archi¬ 

tecture can embody the life patterns of independence but with 

interconnectivity, plurality but without heirarchy. novelty without 

the burden of deep meaning, playful multi-identity through 

material(istic) changes, and energy tempered by simplicity. Gen¬ 

eration X architecture needs to respond to the changes in daily 

life, as they are not too certain these days. It's not about finding 

ideals and morals to use as an agenda toward building, nor is it 

about signature designs that stand the tests of time. It's about 

finding an architecture that is an environment in tandem with the 

various living patterns of today, in the many ways people live amidst 

things and situations. It's doesn't deal with isolated things or 

situations alone, but in the Generation X environment in general. 

So. for the Generation X architect to say. "I've always liked this 

kind of architecture, so I'm doing this kind of project." would seem 

to be a rather hermetic endeavor, if not at least somewhat out of 

touch with the various living patterns today, which are rarely in¬ 

cluded into the isolated design realm. 

21 



It might be considered a wonder that most architects can operate within today’s society, as they are stuffed 

in offices, making phone calls while sending faxes in between sips of coffee, drawing lines on paper, and 

designing their buildings. They inscribe their ivory towers with lofty visions of proper architecture that 

informs this existence, similar to what the famous architect Leon Battista Alberti posited, as sited by Rudolf 

Wittkower:“‘[Beauty is] the harmony and concord of all the parts achieved in such a manner that nothing 

could be added or taken away or altered except for the worse. [Ornament is] a kind of additional brightness 

and improvement to Beauty. Beauty is something lovely which is proper and innate and diffued throughout 

the whole, whilst Ornament is something added and fastened on, rather than proper and innate.’”^^ Little did 

Alberti foresee is that one of the most popular pieces of architecture in the 1990’s would have golden arches 

and sell hamburgers through windows and over counters to millions of young adults flocking to its thousands 

of locations on rollerblades or inVolkswagens. If architects today cannot see this life beyond their hermetic 

vessels, then perhaps there is no hope for the “profession” after all. 

Facade Ban jpnjet^ Be- iSalle< dtJ ^ ru’cfnc/tu Ic'J' Tiutnont. 
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However, there are examples within the art world of institution-breaking and linking to immediate life condi¬ 

tions in order to part from the traditional world of ideals and good proper morals, while serving as champi¬ 

ons for the same endeavor in architecture. 

Max Ernst 

As part of the Surrealist movement in the earlier part of the 20th Century, Max Ernst inadvertantly worked 

for the disruption of the established reo/ity traditional art had created, mandated, and perpetuated. As foreign 

objects meet on a shared plane of existence, a way of working familiar with many of the Surrealists, expected 

subject and object matter common to traditional art can be subverted. In other words, as Ernst describes, 

“One rainy day in Cologne on the Rhine, the catalogue of a teaching aids company caught my attention. It was 

illustrated with models of all kinds - mathematical, geometrical, anthropological, zoological, botanical, ana¬ 

tomical, mineralogical, palaeontological, and so forth - elements of such a diverse nature that the absurdity of 

the collection confused the eye and mind, producing hallucinations and lending the objects depicted to new 

and rapidly changing meanings. I suddenly felt my ‘visionary faculties’ so intensified that I began seeing the 

newly emerged objects against a new background. To capture it, a little paint or a few lines were enough, a 

horizon, a sky, a wooden floor, that sort of thing. My hallucination had been fixed. Now it was a matter of 

interpreting the hallucination in a few words or sentence. Such as:‘Above the clouds midnight passes’...”” 

Ernst deployed a wealth of found objects not normally found in the traditional art world as a way to respond 

to the novelty and ubiquity of catalog science references that were common to that day. He used these 

objects as a medium for producing art that reflected the nature of everyday life, but in a fun and often bizarre 

way. Furthermore,“a little paint or a few lines were enough,” to be added by Ernst, which suggests that the 

artist (or architect) is able to arrange a work with minimal subjective intervention, instead, letting the pieces 

from life become the art, which at times can create their own profound meaning. 
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Figure 56., a page from an encyclopedia shows pictures of objects used in the context of science laboratories. 

Seeing that the objects produce hallucinations and different lendings, figure 55. / Copper Plate I Zinc Plate I 

Rubber Cloth 2 Calipers I Drainpipe I Pipe Man, dated 1920, shows how Ernst re-deployed the objects into a 

new context, from the science 

laboratory to a realm of “the an¬ 

thropomorphic character of 

stacked shapes.”^^ Ernst was using 

found objects to create new ob¬ 

jects with new meanings. As a 

source of inspiration, he could use 

objects from catalogs, such as 

Bibliotheca, to use, reuse, recircu¬ 

late, and interchange, according to 

what the hallucinations or lendings 

required. He performed a kind of 

reshuffling of life’s objects to break 

the stagnance of these objects, 

which were bound to one applica¬ 

tion and one context, as it was tra¬ 

ditionally seen appropriate. This is 

to suggest that the architect can 

use found objects, which are re¬ 

shuffled from differing contexts of 

life, in order to arrange a building 

and break the stagnance of appro¬ 

priately or properly used pieces. 
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Tal^g a step closer toward the 1990’s via the 1960’s and 70's, we stumble 

upon a group of artists, called Fluxus, who dealt with, as Ernst did, unlocking 

the traditional shackles that had been placed on art and art viewing. Lead by 

George MlietiJWas work was created that favored ideas about time, banality, 

perl^roMfli^iUlioK ubiquity, mass production, the commonplace, the im-

propef. the inappropriate, and that without institutional value ^r lofty status. 
A "Fluxkit" as the one in figure 54 is an example of an "art piece” produced by 

l^^luxus. With it, the artist is free to walk through the city anifi stage events, 
*S(. ■;

incorporating the objects found in the kit: lighting a ligrHber here, blowing up a 

balloon there, etc. The events are as silly as they are banal, and that was the 

intent of Fluxus. Traditional art lacking in the sorts of exhibitions thatwas 

were common to daily life, the ones that vyere not prestigious or tasteful and 

from the world of proper art. "The works were simple, small and cheap. With 

them, an art form emerged which was projected superficially as a gag and a 

paradox. The entire system of editions was launched with an awareness^f the 

ready-mades
-

by Marcel Duchamp. Fluxus...did not seek to criticise high art 
/ 

and continuously expand it. Insteadr [they] intended to combat and reject the 
•. 4r i 

system of high art once and for alL.^specially its ‘baroque’ tendencies, even 

within anti-art forms. 
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Matt Greening and Cartooning 

Some avenues of cartooning lend a different way of conveying information that can deal with otherwise very 

isolated subject matter, as much as it is a clear way of communicating that information. Apart from the 

beautiful drawings of master artists and architects, cartoons drive right to the situation embodied within the 

work. This is in lieu of leading the viewer into regarding what was made by the artist as “art,” at which to be 

look as “art” within an “art” context and for “art’s sake.” Yes, many cartoonists have a signature style, but 

perhaps the cynical charicatures are just one of the qualities cartoon viewers find as they seek entertainment 

and information (see fig. 52). 

In a sense, some cartoons are lay enough to allow the scenarios depicted so as to be understood by a larger 

portion of the population, than say, technical architectural drawings, which do depict building scenarios, yet 

these professional drawings are intended for a very specific group of people who are trained in desciphering 

what architects draw. The usage of cartooning within a professional context, is an attempt at breaking from 

the confines of the architectural institution to broaden the audience range by incorporating means borrowed 

from other avenues of life. 

FLIGHT DELAYED? HOURS TO KILL? WHY NOT 
SPEND A PORTION OF YOUR LIFE AT.. ? 

Akbar& Jeff’s
. 

Airport Snack Bar
'WHERE THE ELITE WEETTOEAT REHEATED TREATS" 

FEATURING: 
y -^HEftuiLY Becpoeo senfooo 
gricvs MAPEWlTrtV\)K\My

scramblers WITH CHOMte-STYLE 
BAC0-MIB61ETS AMP HIOPEM YOUc POCXETS 

,/^OOANPMA ACBAR'S OLP-FASWOMEP EYTRA-
MO»)-eA«*PEO«»6-UKE BROOHIE SOOdRES 

^HAlMP-PR'PPePHOM-PAISfy CHEE-IR NACrtOS -.viYJ .v 

« oItra-jomEo sopER-ceuMCwy I'v',
INPWIPUALLY WRftPPES? IM PWSTiC. FOR YOUE PWinG safety 

RELPlX AMP CMJOY YOUR MEAL IM COMFORT . CHtFjeFF
Tue smivixbia ^ '^T^VTIO^ WlilLe WATOUoG PlAMEf REFueu i 30isnMcrFu«Mi$^ fWP LlWIt TRUCKS P(11M& AROOmp/,/ JSOUP o'DO JOUR OFSMAOOetSSIM6 
CLArAMV CHOWpEfi ^TA*TV 

WITH S£Ctfec7 ro yo*j W»TY 
V iraHAtM'EoaTincp gMPedyEes WHO eAsij lbss houb. 

THAW rcK/ wiu-SPEwoow Yoo« AieAo«r SWACt.' ^<Mteoc Vtuow 

"WHEN YOU'RE STUCK AT THE AIRPORT, YOU'RE STUCK WITH US"52 
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gOHOOJ 

I. 

If we take a sample cartoon (fig. 51) from the work of Matt Groening, creator of the Simpsons, a very popular 

TV show with young adults, we see how cartooning might be used in the profession of architecture. The style 

is “improper” to architecture, but architectural information — structure, program, event, fantasy — is being 

conveyed. 
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There have been effective attempts 

to transform cartooning into the 

profession of architecture, as 

shown in a scenario fora Parc de 

la Villette (fig. 50 from El Croquis 

53. Barcelona. 1992) drawn by Alex 

Wall of the Office of Metropolitan 

Architecture. This cartoon was 

used as a post-design presentation 

tool to convey the basic elements 

of the park to the client. 

Cartooning may be inappropriate 

to proper architecture, but it 

works. 



EVENT NOT OBJECT 

PinCROUND TILES 
It would be a fallacy to suggest that objects, whether made by artists, made by industry, or made by every-day 

tinkerers. are not important to the younger generations. There exists diverse patterns of tastes, importance, 

and meanings present with these objects. A continual process of interchange and recycling of these objects 

occurs within today's society, as trends, fads, or “ins" and "outs" suggest. It would seem that objects are 

merely one of the players within this agenda of necessary change, where the aesthetics of an individual object, 

which may be valued today, may not be valued two months from now. 

So. it would be difficult to think that the pure object \s as important to 

young adults as the condition and circumstances of having or using the 

object. What seems to be the major condition with the objects is the 

event that comes about in tandem with them. Mountain biking in the 

90s. break dancing in the mid-80s. rock festivals in the 70s. pool parties 

in the early 60s. and automotive design in the 50s. all have had objects 

that enable those events to occur, but why would tail fins be enforced as 

an essential car design element by a group of people in a position of 

power from now until a few thousand years have passed? The thought 

that tail fins a re proper elements for any car design from here on out is 

problematic. In the same way. properarchitectural elements, whether 

Classical columns or correct proportion of fenestration, enforced time 

after time, building after building, for thousands of years, is ridiculous 
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Bernard Tschumi. architect and Columbia University professor, has been a champion for the favor 

ng of the event rather than the insistence of the object, for the deconstruction of traditiona 

rchitectural conditions and for the atypical-to-architecture means incorporated into design. As 

esult of today s society, "[the] contamination of one discipline by another should also be read as 

ymptom of today’s dislocated condition."^® 
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ABRIC SIRUCIURE 
FIRE TRAINING BUILDING 

As novelty and interchange suggest 

odd combinations of active objects, 

buildings programmed with an 

event-design may find these odd 

combinations of objects define the 

event, when providing shelter, 

spaces, storage, stagings, etc. "If 

writers could manipulate the struc¬ 

ture of stories in the same way as 

they twist vocabularyand grammer, 

couldn't architects do the same, 

organizing the program in a simi¬ 

larly objective, detached, or imagi¬ 

native way?...Conventional organi¬ 

zations of spaces could be matched 

to the most surrealistically absurd 

sets of activities. Or vice versa: the 

most intricate and perverse 

organiztion of spaces could 

accomodate the everyday life of a n 

average suburban family."^® 
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In the view of architect Nigel Coates, buildings are necessarily the results of today’s life patterns. “A contem¬ 

porary spirit of design is only credible if it is semi-disposable.”^' It’s buildings are responsive to the changes 

of life and the tenuous/transient collection of stuff (building parts) and are the antithesis to the buildings our 

ideal architecture legislatators mandate. “[T]he modern world has taught us to categorize and to organize 

the madness of experience by dividing it into a Cartesian world of boxes. The history of modern architec¬ 

ture, from the Renaissance onwards, has been of isolating in order to clarify, of rendering buildings as artefacts 

rather than as combinations of spaces. 

“Against the chaotic background of the medieval city. Renaissance idealists wanted buildings to be 

jewel-like, to build public treasures of exquisite balance. The Tower of Babel housed its many tongues in a 

disaster-stricken single heap of architectural orthodoxy. Similarly the many tongues of the Louvre collections 

needed the focus of I.M. Pei’s pyramid. 

“Surely now we have the confidence to welcome that the world speaks in many tongues, that any 

great city of the world is a rich combination of opposites.” 

“Ordinary architecture experience is far from rational, and far from epithets on style and function. 

It is a contradiction which is as likely to be found in the mind as in the hard world of bricks and mortar. It 

combines and synthesizes, it converts to take on many allegiances:...[it’s] an entropic medium of constant 

change.” 

“I like to think of buildings as they are experienced. The public reads buildings as the changing 

scenery of their own architecture of endeavour. They see buildings in use, as part of the changing scenery of 

the city, at night, half built, being repaired, defaced, decaying or even bombed.”” 

“When we add to the city now, we cannot ignore the social and experimental complexity of present-

day life. Our work needs to be more open ended, more prone to transformation, more entroic, to parallel 

the lives within it.”” 
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BUILDING EXANPLE 

001 
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THE FiVE-YEAR RESTAURANT 
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LOAD 
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Fluxbau Architects 

Fluxbau Architects (taking its name from F/ux- that which is in 
movement and change and bauthe German word for build' or 
'make') is a group of architects that consists of Generation 
Xers that arranges new buildings and adapts used buidinjs for 
people. Fluxbau endeavors to work with this 

 
idtelUKhitec-

ture X. It is a Generation X operation for Genet^H^prs. 
By operating with an afinity tothe examples 4|jnstitu|^-bi^ak-
ers and the knowledge of life patterns of young aduUs today, as 

a tool kit of sorts. Fluxbau can begin to respond to the archi¬ 
tectural needs within today's society. 
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su-Ql? 

su-OOfi 

syDD'l 

syD24 

sy-DlL 

REMOVED FROM THEIR 

RESPECTIVE TRUCKS, TH E 

VARIOUS PIECES FROM THEI R 

SEEMINGLY RANDOM LOCA 

. T 1.0 N S .IN .T.H E .N.AT 1.0 N .A.R E 

APPROPRIATED TO CERTAI N 

EVENTS FOR WHICH T H E 

CLIENT HAD CALLED 

Responding to today’s interest of circulation, 
deployment, interchangeability, and trends 

of stuff, Fluxbau’s main 

source of novelties/com¬ 

modities and found objectss y D D 4 
t T.' is Sweet’s Catalog, which is 

syDD2 published annually by 
McGraw-Hill of New York 

City. Sweet’s is filled with 
thousands of examples of building 
products from hundreds of construc¬ 
tion material companies that are 

found in the United States. Used as 

collageable and tempo¬syD14 
rary parts, and in real¬ 
ity being interchangeable, these 

syDE3 building materials, which are of¬ 
ten banalattimes, can begin to 

engage events designed by 
Fluxbau for people who want 

syD21 new buildings oradapt existing buildings. Typi¬ 
cally designed and built within a month’s time 
frame. Fluxbau buildings are able to respond to 
the changes in events and locations — as the 
selected building pieces are inherently mobile— 
while traditional buildings with inert materials 
cannot achieve. 
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Due to the interchangabilityand novelty of the Fluxbau/Sweets pieces, unexpected objects may find their way 

into the superimpositioning of object and event. On the scale of building environments, the impact of the 
novelty to the spaces of the buildings may have profound effect/change on the traditional meanings of spaces. 
For example, what would happen to the "intent" of a restaurant if the bar at which to eat happened to be a 

bank teller counter? Fluxbau collects, plays with, deploysand changes building pieces where events need, 
much in the same way young adults or artists of the past collect items for arrangements toward creative 
scenarios. 



BLABBER-MOUTH 

One of the most important undertakings of Fluxbau is self¬ 

promotion. In the realm of traditional architecture, the 

acquisiton of work is left to word-of-mouth, networking, Old 

Boys Clubs, client referals, and cold calls to and interviews 
with specific, potential clients. While these means are effec¬ 
tive ways of obtaining work, they are tactics appropriate to a 

closed professional world, a world that is not open to the 

type of networking that is found with today’s multivalent 
lifestyles. 

Self-promotion sounds like an oxymoron and a type of nar¬ 

cissism that contradicts the effort to convey information to 

an audience. Even If it is, it is an activity that intentionally 
deals with the various public realms — in Fluxbau’s case the 

younger generation — in order to establish the knowledge 
that there is a design group that is in business and ready for 
work. The immediate “look” of advertisments and literature 

responds to the market segment at which Fluxbau is solicit¬ 

ing. That’s not to say Fluxbau knows what the Generation X 
look is, nor does it mean Fluxbau is telling Generation X 
what to like. Instead, the look is a response to/manifestation 
of various ways of designing available today that can inform 
an inert profession. 
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JOY RIDES 

The distribution of Fluxbau build¬ 

ings is a further response to the 

patterns of today’s life styles. If 

events and people are indefinately 

linked to a patch of ground, then 

the distribution of of architecture 

mustadaptto fit \A/ithin this condi¬ 

tion. Mobility is the key term. Most 

Fluxbau buildings consist of off-the-

shelf items that can be trucked to 

any location, placei^ with-

outflUY permanent fixture, function 

asan architacUtfal shelter \would 

as fa r as heatin g/cooling/venti-

Ultion/Btum^iing—andean be dis¬ 

assembled for relocation. This sug¬ 

gests a quick-acting, rough-and-

tumble logistical mentality where 

"You call us up and we’ll get it 

there." 



...this is to say:
People hear/see about Fluxbau where 
architects are not typically found. 

People acquire readily available litera¬ 
ture about Fluxbau, which describes 

found object deployment and scenario 

relationships. 

People find out that Fluxbau buildings 
are built with collaged and “unrelated” 
building parts in a speedy manner. 

People find out that events are the 

driving force behind design, and not 

solely “the object.” 

People find out that Fluxbau buildings 
are temporary and changeable. 

People find out that Fluxbau buildings 
can be seen as commodities that are 

ubiquitous and not as prestigious 
monuments for privileged groups. 
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TIME FRAME 
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